MEETING NOTICE

TIME: 11:45 A.M.—1 P.M.
DATE: Thursday, January 10, 2019
PLACE: Evan’s Kitchen
        855 - 57th Street
        Sacramento, CA
        Their private banquet space is opposite the restaurant.
        Extra parking behind the meeting room.

Lunch is $25. Cash, checks and credit cards accepted.

Speaker: Nicholas Galabov
Nick is an appointed member of the AIA Central Valley PASS Committee. He is also a very active PASS user himself. Nick will bring some ‘real world’ examples of PASS benefits, as well as some information on how your members may take advantage of the program which is open to any contractor who prepares plans. Your members can also encourage PASS use on their project through their conversations with architects, engineers and developers, as everyone benefits including those building projects. More complete and well organized plan sets not only go through plan check more quickly – they are easier to build from, and easier for inspections and close out as well.

PASS stands for - Prequalified Architectural Submittal System, developed by a group of building officials and design professionals intended to streamline the permitting process.

Please RSVP to: claired@sacvalleymassoc.net